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A STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR MARTINGALES1

SHEY SHIUNG SHEU AND YU SHAN YAO

ABSTRACT. We derive a moment inequality for the Skorohod representation

theorem and apply it to obtain a strong law of large numbers for martingales.

1. Introduction. In the early sixties, Skorohod proved the following result;

see Skorohod [5, p. 163], Hall and Heyde [4, p. 269].

THEOREM 1. Let {Sn = Y^j=iXj,n > 1} be a zero mean martingale. There

exists a probability space supporting a standard Brownian motion {B(t)} and a

sequence of nonnegative random variables {rn,n > 1} such that

(i)  {^(Xw=i Tj)} has the same joint distribution as {Sn},

(ii)  E(tL) < CrE(\Xn\2r), Cr is a constant depending on r, r > 1.

In this paper, we shall derive an inequality more general than Theorem l(ii) and

apply this inequality to prove a strong law of large numbers for martingales.

2. A moment inequality. We shall adopt the following representation method

which is slightly different from the one given by Freedman [3, p. 68]. Let X be

a zero mean random variable with distribution function F, let f(x) = F_1(x) =

inf{t:F(£) > x}, 0 < x < 1.   Let g(x) be a monotone solution of the function

equation f9 f(t) dt = 0. Now construct a probability space supporting a standard

Brownian motion process {B(t)} and a random variable U which is independent

of {B(t)} and uniformly distributed over [0,1]. Conditioning on U = x, define

t(x) = inf{i:B(f) = f(x) or f(g(x))}. Then the distribution of BT is F and

E(t) = E(X2). To see this, let G(u,v) be the distribution which assign probability

M/(M + M) at v and probability |v|/(|u| + |u|) at it, uv < 0. Note that conditioning

on U — x, BT has distribution G(f(x),f(g(x))). Therefore, if $ is a bounded

measurable function, then

Eip(BT) = f1mf(x))\f(g(x))\ + ̂ (f(g(x)))\f(x)\](\f(g(x))\ + I/»!)"1 dx.
Jo

Using the facts that

g(g(x)) = x,        f(x) = f(g(x))g'(x)
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we see

Hence

f Hf(9(x)))\f(x)\(\f(x)\ + \f(g(x))\)-1 dx
Jo

= [\(f(x))\f(x)\(\f(x)\ + \f(g(x))\r1 dx.
Jo

ri roo

Eip(BT)=       ip(f(x))dx= ip(x)dF(x).
JO J-oo

That is, BT has distribution F. By the same reason,

ri cl roo

Eij)= ¡   \f(x)f(g(x))\dx=       f2(x)dx= x2 dF(x) = E(X2).
Jo Jo J-oo

Moreover, we shall show

THEOREM 2. Let <fi(x), x > 0, be a nonnegative function such that for some a,

b, 7j < a < b < oo, (f>(x)/xa is nondecreasing and cf)(x)/xb is nonincreasing. Then

E<t>(T) < CEcp(X2), where the constant C depends only on a and b.

PROOF. Following Breiman [1], let F = inf{í:B(í) = u or v}, -u < 0 < v.

Then

P(T > t) = - ¿(2n + l^exp

n=l
2r2

.   / Anti
sin

r

where A„ = (2n + 1), r = u + v.  By induction, sin(Anu/r) < Ait2(2n + l)uv/r2.

Hence,

E<p(T) =        P(T> t) d<p(t)
Jo

roo   ( °° A^1

2r2
d<j>(t).

From the inequality

J2 e~Xls < e"S
n=0

<e
-8s

n=0

K *¿dx) = [l+-2 »

follows

E<p(T) < C3 fe |°° exp ~   d<t>(t) + yj™ exp
d<p(t)

ft
Write

where

roo fL/s COO

/     e-std(f>(t)= e~std(p(t)+ j     e-std<p(t),

Jo Jo Jl/s

Í   \-std<j>(t) = e-1(p(-\+si     e-st<j)(t)dt

•l/s

< e-V(s_1) + sa+14>(s~1) [     tae-st dt
Jo

^C^s'1)
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roo roo

/     e-3td<t>(t) = -e-14>(s-1) + s        e-at(ß(t)dt
Jl/s Jl/s

roo

< -e~V(s_1) + s^+Vi«"1) /     tbe~st dt
Jl/s

< C^s-1).

Similarly

roo /"1/s /"OO

/     r1'3«-** #(t) =/      í-1/2e-st#(í)+ /     t-^e-^dtptt)
Jo Jo Jl/s

< CeVs^s-1),

where Ci, C2, C3, C4, C5, Co are constants and C4, C5 depend on a, Ce depends

on b. Therefore, one concludes

where C is a constant depending on a and b.

Note

4> (I (u2 + v2))< max{4>(u2),4>(v2)} < <p(u2) + <p(v2).

Hence,

Ect>(T)<C^(4>(u2) + <t>(v2)).

This implies

e4>{t) - cI! »wlfw/2(x))+0(/2(?w))i dx

= C f  \f(x)\<t>(f2(x))(\f(x)\ + \f{g(x))\)-ldx
Jo

< C [ <t>(f2(x)) dx = CE4>(X2).   Q.E.D.
Jo

3. A strong law. Using the result in Theorem 2, we shall prove a strong law

of large numbers for martingales. First, observe a simple fact: if two sequences of

random variables {Xn} and {Yn} have the joint distribution, C is a constant, then

P(\Xn -C\>£, i.o.) = P(\Yn -C\>e, i.o.) Ve > 0; therefore, X„ -> C, a.s. if and

only if Yn —► C, a.s.

THEOREM 3. Let Sn = {X^=i-^;n > 1} be a zero mean martingale. Let

<¡>(x), x > 0, satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 2 and <p(x + y) < <p(x) + 4>(y), for

all x, y > 0. If for some sequence of positive numbers {an}, we have an Î 00 and

Y,n°=i E(p(Xn)/(j)(an) > 00, then Sn/an -+ 0 a.s. for every p > \.

PROOF. Let {5(X^=i Ti)} represent {Sn} as in Theorem 1. By Theorem 2 and

the assumption that Yjn=i E<f>(X2)/'<f)(an) < 00, we conclude

^2 ^n)14>(an) < 00    a.s.
n=l
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Applying Kronecker's Lemma we get

jjLjjjg^jJ^o -
By the assumption <p(x + y) < <¡>(x) + <f>(y), we see

<A    X]TJ    Ma™) -»0   a.s.

Because (j)(x)/xa is nondecreasing and cf)(x)/xb is nonincreasing, we have

b\

Therefore,

mm < ¿È,ii=i ¿È«

¿t< 0   a.s.

ii=l

Without loss of generality, we may assume 5n —» oo a.s. which implies Y^]=i Tj

a.s. But the law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian paths tells us

Hence,

S„/a£-*0   a.s. Vp>§.    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 4.   Lei {Sn — J2^=xXj} be a zero mean martingale. If E(Xn)

oo Vn, and s2 = £"=1 E(XJ) -» °°> ifeeri S«/5n ~+ 0, a.s. Vp > 1.

PROOF. Choose </»(i) = x, a„ = s2(logs2)1+£ î oo, e > 0. Then

^Ecf>(X2n)     ^      F(X2)

by Dini's theorem, and consequently

5n/4P(logs2)p+p£ -» 0    a.s. for every p > \

which implies

Sn/sn -» 0    a.s. for every p > 1.    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 5.   Lei {5n = ^¡=xXj} ^e a zero mean martingale. If

oo

^2 E\Xn\r/nr < oo,        Kr<2,

n=l

then Sn/np —> 0 a.s. Vp > 1.
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PROOF.   Choose <p(x) = xrl2, an = n2 f oo.   Apparently, <j>(x) satisfies the

required conditions in Theorem 3 and

n=l     <P{an> n=l

by assumption. Hence Sn/np —* 0 a.s. for every p > 1.    Q.E.D.

REMARK 6. Chow [2] has shown that if Yln=i E(Xn)/n2 < °°> then Sn/n -» 0
a.s.
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